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Recently in his study of QF-2 rings, M. Harada has introduced the extend-
ing property of simple modules and the lifting property of simple modules
which are mutually dual notions, and he has extensively studied modules with
these properties ([10] ~[14]). It should be noted that the extending property
of simple modules is one of considerable extending properties on modules and
it has been somewhat widely studied than the lifting property of simple mod-
Let M be an i?-module and Jl a subfamily of the family X(M) of all sub-
modules of M. M is said to have the extending property of modules for Jl
provided that every member of Jl is embedded to a direct summand of M
as an essential submodule. In particular, M is said to have the extending
property of simple modules if it has the extending property of modules for
{A^X{M)\A is simple}. Dually M is said to have the lifting property of
simple modules if every simple submodule of Mj](M) is induced from a direct
summand of M, where ]{M) is the Jacobson radical of M.
Under this circumstance, the following natural question immediately
arises: Can we define the notion dual to 'the extending property of modules
for JV ? This question seems to be interested in module theory, because this
dualization leads us to the dualizations of continuous modules and quasi-conti-
nuous modules mentioned in Utumi [28]^[30] and Jeremy [16], [17] (cf. [23]).
Section 1 of this paper is concerned with this problem, and the lifting
property of modules for Jl is defined as follows: M is said to have the lifting
property of modules for Jl, provided that, for any A in Jl, there exists a direct
summand A* of M such that A*^A and A\A* is small in M/A*.
Using this lifting property, in section 2, we introduce <^?-semiperfect
modules and cJί-quasi-semiperfect modules as duals to cJJ-continuous modules
and <^?-quasi-continuous modules, respectively, which have been studied in
[23]. Of course, these names follow from 'semi-perfect module' in the sense
of E. Mares [20] defined on projective modules. X(M)-semiperfect modules
and J?(M)-quasi-semiperfect modules are simply called semiperfect modules
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and quasi-semiperfect modules, respectively, and it is shown that a projective
module is semiperfect if and only if it is semiperfect in the sense of Mares.
All results in section 2 are quite duals to those in section 1 of [23],
In section 3, we devote fundamental properties of semiperfect modules
and quasi-semiperfect modules. A key property of a quasi-semiperfect module
M is the following (Proposition 3.2): Every internal direct sum of submodules
of M which is a locally direct summand of M is a direct summand of M. We
derive many theorems using this result. Theorem 3.5 is one of theorems in
which it is shown that every quasi-semiperfect module is expressed as a direct
sum of hollow modules.
In section 4 we introduce the lifting property of direct sum for <JL. Let
M be an i?-module and MjX=^ ®{T
a
jX) a decomposition of a homomorphic
image, where X^T
a
 for all aϊΞl. We- say that M / ί - Σ θ ( W is
co-essentially lifted to a decomposition of M if there exists a decomposition
M=X*®ip@T* satisfying Z * c l , T
a
 = X+T* and Γ*ΠX is small in
Γ*. The notion of 'co-independent family' is defined as follows: A subfamily
m={N
a
}I of X(M) is said to be co-independent if M/fW*—Σ ®{MjNa\
canonically. There is a canonical one to one onto map between the family
of all decompositions of all homomorphic images of M and the family of all
co-independent subfamily of X(M). We say that M has the lifting property
of direct sums for Jl, provided that if 32={N
a
}I is a co-independent sub-
family of Jl then its corresponding decomposition is co-essentially lifted to a
decomposition of M, or equivalently, there exists a co-independent family
{iV*}7 such that iV* <0M, N*^Na,NaIN* is small in M/N* for all a^I and
Π N* <φM. In Theorem 4.9, we show that every quasi-semiperfect module
M has the lifting property of direct sums for X(M).
In the final section 5, we determine all types of quasi-semiperfect modules
over Dedekind domains.
Throughout this paper, R is an associative ring with unit, and all modules
considered are unitary right Λ-modules.
Let M be an i?-module. We denote its Jacobson radical by J(M), and
the family of all submodules of M by X(M). M is said to be hollow if every
proper submodule of M is small in M. For a submodule N of M, we use the
symbol Nc:
e
M to mean that N is essential in M. M is said to be completely
indecomposable if ΈndR(M) is a local ring. Let {Na}I be an independent set
of submodules of M. 2 φN
a
 is called a locally direct summand ([15]) if 2 @N
a
is a direct summand of M for any finite subset F of /. Finally, M is said to
satisfy (E-I) if every epimorphism of M to M is an isomorphism ([10]).
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1. Co-closed submodules
Let M be an i?-module and N a submodule of M. We consider the
following condition:
(*) There exists a direct summand N* < 0 M which is an essential exten-
sion of N.
For a subfamily Jl of the family X(M) of all submodules of M> M is said to
have the extending property of modules for Jl if every member in Jl satisfies
the condition (*). Therefore, in order to dualize this extending property, we
must first study the problem; How do we define the condition dual to (*) ?
Now, the condition (*) can be re-phrased as follows;
(**) There exists a closed submodule iV* of M which is just a direct sum-
mand cf M and is an essential extension of N.
Therefore, for our purpose, we require to obtain the concepts 'co-essential
extension' and 'co-closed submodule' in M which correspond to 'essential
extension* and 'closed submodule' in M, respectively. We define these con-
cepts quite naturally as follows:
DEFINITION. Let N
λ
 and N2 be submodules of an R -module M with
Λ c^iJVg. We say that N
λ
 is a co-essential submodule of N2 in M if the kernel
of the canonical map
> M/N2 -> 0
is small in M/Nly or equivalently, if M=N2+X with X^Nl9 then M=X.
We use the symbol N1^CN2 in M to mean this situation.
Proposition 1.1. Let N, N', Nl9 N2) N3 be submodules of an R-module
M with N^N' and N^N2^N3. Ther
a) N<^
c
NinM.
b) Oc
c
iV in M iff N is small in M.
c) N
ι
^
c
N2inMandN2<^cNzinMίjfNι^cNzίnM.
d) N' is small in M iff N^CN' in M and N is small in M.
Proof. The proofs of a) and b) are trivial, and d) follows from b) and
c). We show c). (=Φ) Consider M=N3+X with Z D J V , . Since M = JV3+
(N2+X) and N2+X^N2y we get M=N2+X by N2^CN3 in M. Hence
noting N^X, we see that M=X. Hence iV^JVg in M. (<^ =) Let X be
a submodule of M such that M=N2+X and I D J V , Then M=N3+X and
hence it follows from N^^'WLM that M=X. As a result, N^CN2 in M.
Next, if M = N3+X with I D J V 2 , then surely M=X since X^NX and Nλ<^cN3
in M. Therefore N2^CN3 in M.
DEIINITION. Let N be a submodule of an /^-module M. We say that
N is a co-closed submodule of M provided that N has no proper co-essential
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submodule in M, i.e., N'c:
c
N in M implies N=N'.
DEFINITION. Let N and N' be submodules of an Λ-module M. Nr is
said to be a relative supplement for N in M provided that M=N-\-N' but
MΦN+X for any X&N'.
We note that there are deep relations between co-closed submodules and
relative supplements, as the following result shows:
Proposition 1.2. Let N be a submodule of an R-module M. If N has a
relative supplement N' in M, then the following are equivalent:
a) N is a co-closed submodule in M.
b) N is a relative supplement for some submodule in M.
c) N is a relative supplement for N' in M.
Proof. a)=Φc). Let X be a submodule of N such that M=X+N'. To
show that I c f J V in M, consider M=N+Y with Y D I . Then Y=X+
(YΓiN') and hence M=N+ Y=N+X+(YΠN')=N+(YΠNr). Accordingly
the minimality of N' shows N'= Y Π N' so Nr c Y and hence M= Y. Therefore
I c
c
Λ ί in M and hence a) says that X=N as desired.
c)=^b) is clear.
b)=Φa). Let Nr be a submodule of M for which N is a relative supplement
in M. If Γ is a submodule of M with T^CN in M, then M = i V + Λ '^=-
iV+ T+N' hence it follows from T^CN in M that M= T+N'. Therefore we
have N= T by the minimality of N.
Now, about our co-essential submodules and co-closed submodules, we
should observe that, for a given submodule N of M, whether there exist a co-
essential submodule N* of N in M which is a co-closed submodule of M.
Although we do not know whether such TV* always exist or net in general, the
following theorem holds.
Theorem 1.3. Let M be an R-module and N a submodule of M. If M
and MjN have protective covers, then there exists a co-closed submodule N* of
M with N*<^CN in M.
Proof. Let (P,/) be a projective cover of M> i.e., P is projective and /:
P->M is an epimorphism with 0^
c
ker (/) in P. Since MjN has a projective
cover, by virtue of Bass's lemma ([2, Lemma 2.3]), we have P=P
λ
®P2 such
that f{P2)^N and
PX-^L MjN >0
is a projective cover, where η is the canonical map: M-+M/N-+0. We claim
that f(p2) is a co-closed submodule of M with. f(P2)^cN in M. Consider a
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submodule X of M such that M=N+X and I D / ( P 2 ) . Putting Q =
ker(
v
(J\P1))+f-\X)9 we show P = £λ f~\X)ΏP2 is clear and so we may
show that Pχ^Q. Let p
λ
^P
v
 Then f(p1)=n+x for some rc^iV and
Express x as x=f(qi)Jrf{q2) where qλ^Pλ and q2^P2. Since f(q^=x—f
we see that q
λ
<=Ξf-\X). Since vf(pi-qi)=v(n)+v(x)=vf(q2)+vf(qi)-vf(qi)=Q,
we have/)!—q^ker^^flP^j) and hencepi^Q as required.
Inasmuch as ker(η(f\P
x
)) is small in P
x
 (and so is in P), we infer from
P=ker(
v
(f\P1))+f-\X) that P = f-\X). As a result, M = X and hence
Next, we show that /(P2) is a co-closed submodule. Let T be a submod-
ule of/(P2) with Γc c /(P 2 ) in Af. Taking a submodule P2' of P 2 with/(Pi) = T9
we have ikf =/(,P1)+/(ί>2) since M^N+f(Pl)+f(P'2) and /(P2) e ciV in M.
This implies that P=P1+P'2+ker(f) and hence P=-Pλ®Pί. Thus P2 = P;2
and this finishes the proof.
The following lemma plays an important role in this paper.
Lemma 1.4. Lei JV, iV* ίmrf Λ/"** όe submcdules of an R-module M with
M=N*®N** and N*^N. Then the following are equivalent:
1) iV* is a co-closed submodule of M with N*^CN in M.
2) NON** is small in M.
Proof. The proof easily follows from the fact that N/N*^N**Γ[N and
iV/ΛΓ*—iV**, canonically.
Now, let M be an i?-module and Jl a subfamily of the family X(M) of
all submodules of M. M is said to have the extending property of modules
for Jl provided that if A<=Jl, then there exists 4 * < φ M such that A ^
e
A*
([14], [23]). We define a dual notion of this extending property as follows:
DEFINITION. We say that M has the lifting property of modules for Jl
provided that, for any A^Jl, there exists a direct summand A* of M such
REMARK. (1) We note that one type of the lifting property had appeared
in Nicholson [22]. He says that an i?-module M is semi-regular if it satisfies
the following condition for Jl— {xR\x^M}: For any A^Jl, there exists a
decomposition 71^=^4*0^4** such that ^4* is projective with A*c:A and
A Π-4** is small in ^4**. So, in \iew of Lemma 1.4, a projective module P is
semi-regular if and only if it has the lifting property of modules for the family
of all cyclic submodules of P.
(2) The lifting property of simple modules mentioned by Harada [10]
is also one of our considerable bfting properties. Harada says that an i?-module
has the lifting property of simple modules if it satisfies the following condition:
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(*) Every simple submodule of M/](M) is induced from a direct sum-
mand of M.
As is easily seen, this condition is equivalent to the condition that, for
any submodule A of M such that A contains J(M) and Aj](M) is simple, then
there exists a direct summand A* of M with A*cz
c
A in M. It should be noted
that the condition (*) has been defined as a dual condition of the extending
property of simple modules defined as follows: M is said to have the extend-
ing property of simple modules provided that if A is simple submodule of M
then there exists ^ * < φ M such that Ac:
e
A*. The lifting property of simple
modules is surely a dual notion of the extending property of simple module.
However the lifting property of module for the family of all maximal submod-
ule of M is also seems to be a dual notion of the extending property of simple
modules (see [24]).
(3) The lifting property had also appeared in Bass's article [2], Indeed
we look at his well known lemma:
(Bass's lemma) The following conditions are equivalent for a given projec-
tive R-module M:
1) M is semiperfect in the sense of Mares, i.e., every homomorphic image
fo M has a projective cover.
2) For any submodule N of M, there exists a decomposition M=iV*φiV**
such that N*^NandNf)N** is smallin iV**.
The condition 2) is nothing but 2) in Lemma 1.4, so we can re-phrase the
Bass's lemma as follows; A projective module M is semiperfect if and only
if it has the lifting property of module for X(M), the family of all submodules
of M. This fact suggests that there is a dual relation between the works of
Bass [2] and Mares [20] and those of Utumi [28]—[30] and Jeremy [16], [17].
2. c^ΐ-semiperfect modules and c^-quasi-semiperfect modules
Let M be an ϋ-module and we denote the family of all submodules of
M by X(M). In [23] we studied those subfamilies JL* satisfying the condi-
tions:
(a*) For A<=Jl* and N€ΞX(M), A^N implies NEΞJL*.
(/?*) For AΪΞJI* and N<=X(M), A^
e
N implies NZΞJI*.
For such c^ ?*, we introduced o#*-continuous modules, cJ!*-quasi-continuous
modules and <Jί*-quasi-injective modules and devoted some fundamental results
of such modules in [23].
In this section we intend to give dualizations of these concepts.
Let J b e a subfamily of X(M) and assume that Jl satisfies the following
conditions (a) and (/3):
(a) For A <BJI and N e X(M), MjA ^M/N implies N e Jl.
(β) For A^Jl and N<=X(M)y N^CA in M implies iVeE JL
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Of course, these (a) and (/?) correspond to above (α*) and (/3*), respectively.
For examples, X(M) and {A&X(M)\MjA is hollow} are good examples of
such Jί (cf. [24]).
Now, for such <JL we shall introduce the concepts of <_^ ?-semiperfect mod-
ules, e^ί-quasi-semiperfect modules and <Jί-quasi-injective modules as notions
dual to those of <J!*-continuous modules, t^*-quasi-continuous modules and
<_^*-quasi-injective modules, respectively.
DEFINITION. M is ^-semiperfect (resp. JZ-quasi-semiperfect) if the condi-
tions (CL) and (C2) (resp. (Q) and (C3)) below are satisfied:
(Q) M has the lifting property of modules for Jt.
(C2) For any A<=Jl such that A <®M, any sequence
splits.
(C3) Let A<=Jl and N<=X(M) which are direct summands of M. If X=
AΠNis small in M and A/XφNIXζφMIX, then X=0.
In particular, we simply say that M is semiperfect (resp. quasi-semiperfect)
when it is J?(M)-semiperfect (resp. ^C(M)-quasi-semiρerfect). We note that
there are no confusions between our name of semiperfect modules and that
of Mares's semiperfect modules on projective modules. Because, if M is pro-
jective then clearly it satisfies the condition (C2) for X(M), and hence it is
semiperfect if and only if it is semiperfect in the sense of Mares by Lemma
1.4. Needless to say, we must take a serious attitude when we name new con-
cepts. In view of the results in the later sections, the author believe that our
name of semiperfect modules will be justified in module thoery.
DEFINITION. M is <^?-quasi-ρrojective if it satisfies the condition:
(C4) For any i G j , N^X(M) and any sequence
there exists a homomorphism h: M-+N which makes the diagram
M η
ΐ
commute, where η is the canonical map.
We note that X(M)-quasi-projectivity is nothing but the usual quasi-
projectivity by virtue of Miyashita [21, Proposition 2.1].
Now, in this section we devote fundamental properties of < ϊ^-quasi-projec-
tive modules, tJί-semiperfect modules and cJί-quasi-semiperfect modules. All
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results are obtained as results dual to those in section 1 of [23].
Theorem 2.1. Assume that M and M/A have protective covers for all A
in Jl. Then if M is JL-quasi-projective, then it is Jl-semiperfect.
Proof. The condition (C2) is easily verified. Let A be in Jl. Consider
a projective cover of M\
Since MjA has a projective cover, by the Bass's lemma, we have a decomposi-
tion P=P1®P2 such that/(P2)Cv4 and
P2 LM\A -* 0
is a projective cover of MjA> where g=
η
{f\P1) and η is the canonical map:
M-+M/A-+0.
Let τr, : P = P1®P2->Pi be the projections, / = 1, 2. By the proof of
Theorem 1.3 we see that/(P2)cc^4 in M. We claim that
and show this by a slight modification of the proof of Wu-Jans [31, Theorem].
Putting
T = ^(ker(f))+P2 . . - ( * ) ,
we can see that f(P2)^f(T)czA. In fact, /(P 2)e/(Γ) is clear. Next, let ί G T
and express it in (*) as t=π1(q)+p2y where q^ket(f) and p2^P2. Then, it
follows from f(q) = 0 that fa(q)= -fπ2(q)^f(P2)^A. Hence f(t)=fa(q)+
Λp2)=M(q)+f(p2)^A; so/(ί)GA Since f(P2)ςzf(T)ςzA a n d / ( P 2 ) c ^ in M,
we see that/(Γ)c
c
^4 in M by Proposition 1.1. T h u s / ( Γ ) e ^ .
Now, let η=ηf(T) be the canonical map: M->Mjf(T)->§> and let η* be
the restriction map η \f(P^). Then, by the condition (C4), there exists a homo-
morphism β: M->f(P^) which makes the diagram
I β M/f(T)
f{Pχ) V* ^ 0
commute. Since P is projective, there exists a homomorphism δ: P->P
λ
 for
which the diagram
P -L. M ^ ^ 0
δ
 i i Γ ^ Mif(τr
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is commutative. Putting X={p^P\π1(p)—8{p)^P1f]ker(f)} we show that
P = ker(f)+X .-(**)
Let peP. Since g(f\P1)πι=ηf=g(f\P1)S, we see ύnt f(fa-8)(p))=f{t) for
some ίGΓ. As a result, (π1—δ)(p)—t<^ker(f)^πι(ker(f))+P2^T and hence
(7ΓJ—δ)(/>)e Γ. We express it in (*) as
where k^ker(f) and p2^P2. Then noting that all TΓ^), δ(p) and πλ(k) are
in P
x
, we see that p2=0. Therefore π1(p—k)—8(p—k)=S(k)^P1Πker(f);
whence p—k^X and hence p^X+ker(f). Thus (**) holds as claimed. Since
ker(f) is small in P, (**) shows that P—X and it follows that
π^kerif^P.nkerif) ...(***)
Now, let x^f{P
x
)(\f{P2). Then x=f(p1)=f(p2) for some />,•€?,-, / = 1 , 2.
Putting p=pι—p2y p<=ker(f). Hence p1=π1(p)^ker(f) by (***) and hence
0=f(p2)=x. Therefore M=f{Pλ)®f(P2), and consequently we get that
is a direct summand of M with^P^c^y! in M.
Proposition 2.2. ΓAe condition (C3) ά equivalent to the following (CQ:
(C5) Par anj; i e J awJ N^X{M) such that A<®M, ΛΓ<0M and
M=A+N, ifX=AΓ\Nis small in M, then X=0.
Proof. (C3)=^(CQ is trivial. Assume that (C$) holds, and let
iV, Y(ΞX(M) such that 4^ <0M, NζφM and
where X=A Π iV. Assuming that X is samll in M> we show ^Γ=0.
Since ΛΓ<0M, iV+y=ΛΓ©y' for some Γ c l , Then (A+N)ΓlY'^
and hence we see that (-4+iV) 0 ^ = 0 . Furthermore, it follows from
that A+N=A'®N for some ^4'. As a result, iV0 Yr < 0 M . Putting
N'=N® Y', we see that A Π iV'=-Y and M-^+ΛΓ' . Therefore (CQ says that
X=0.
Theorem 2.3. ΓA^ condition (C2) ^ f e (C3). Therefore if M is Jl-
semίperfect then it is Jl-quasi-semiperfect.
Proof. By Proposition 2.2, we may show that (C2) implies (C3).
Let AEΞJL and NZEX(M) such that i < 0 M , NζQM, M=A+N and
X ^ ^ Π i V is small in M. We say M=A@A*=N®N* and put Af=M/X
Then
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M=
By π we denote the projection: M= A@A*->A*. Then N — A* by the
restriction map π\N. Let a be the canonical isomorphism from A* to Ml A
and g be the canonical map: M-+N. Then ang is an epimorphism from M
to M/^ 4 and its kernel coincides with N*@X. Since M satisfies the condition
(C2), it follows that iY*®Z<φM and hence 0^cX in M says that X=0.
Here we further consider the following condition which is closely related
to the condition (C3):
(C5) For any A^JL and iV<φM such that 0<^cX=AV\N in M and
MjX(By A/XφN/X, every homoniorphism from AjX to MjX is induced from
a homomorphism from A to N, i.e., for f: AjX->NjX there exists f: A->N which
makes the diagram
commute, where φA and φN are canonical maps.
Proposition 2.4. The condition (C5) is equivalent to the condition:
(Cί) For any A<=Jl and N<®Msuch that M=A+N and O^CX=A ΠN
in My every homomorphism from A/X to N/X is induced from a homomorphism from
AtoN.
Proof. We may only show (C£)=Φ(C5). Let A <Ξ Jl and N(@M such that
X=A Π N is small in M and MjX®yAjX@NjXy and let / be a homomorphism
from A\X to N\X. Since ΛΓ<0M and A\X®N\X(@M\X, we see from the
proof of Proposition 2.2 that there exists Y < φ M such that i V 0 y < ® M and
(NφY)f]A=X. Hence, applying the condition (C5) here, we have a homo-
morphism/': A->N(B Y for which the diagram
= (JVΘ Y)\X
is commutative, where φ t is the canonical map, ί = l , 2. If we denote the pro-
jection: N@Y->N by π> then as is easily seen, / is induced from πf.
Proposition 2.5. Under the condition (C2), (C3) is equivalent to (C5).
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Proof. By Propositions 2.2 and 2.4, we may show that (C3) is equivalent
to (Cί).
(CS)-*(C0: Let A^JL and ΛΓ<0M such that M=A+N and Oc
c
( i f\N)
in M, Put X=A Π ΛΓ, and let / be a homomorphism from A\X to N\X. We
put M=M/X and
B = {x^:M\% = #+/(#)} for some a in A) .
Then B is a submodule of Λf containing X, and we see that
Since M/B^N^M/A, B lies in c^ f by the assumption for Jl. Using the con-
dition (Q), there exists £*<®M such that JS*e
c
B in M. Then we also see
that B*^Jl by the assumption for Jl. Since M=£+#*+iV and B*^CB in
M, we get M=B*+N; whence
B=B* .
Inasmuch as 0^
c
X in M and B*f)N^X we see that 0^,(5*0ΛΓ) in M.
Therefore (C3) says that
Let π be the projection: M = B*®N-+N and p u t / ' = — 7r|A Then, as is
easily seen, the diagram
is commutative, where φA and φN are canonical maps.
(CS)=Φ(C^): Let A and iV be direct summands of M such that M—A+N,
A(ΞJI and 0 c
c
X = J n i V in M. Write M = ^ e ^ * = NθiV* and put
M=MjX. Then
= NφN*.
Let π and π* be the projections: M=N@N*-+N and M=N®N*-+N*,
respectively. Then we see that
A= {π(a)+π*(a)\a(ΞA) ,
π*(A) = N*
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and the map/: N*->N given by π*(a)-^π(a) is well defined.
Now, we see that X=(N* + X) f]N, and it follows from
N — M/A that iV* + I e J . Here, by (C5), we have a homomorphism / ' :
N*-\-X->N which makes the diagram
— i*
commute, where φ
λ
 and φ2 are canonical maps. We put P= {n+f'(ri)\n^N*}>
and claim that A=P+X.
In fact, if n<= TV* then f'(n)=f(n) and hence n+f\n)=a for some
so n+f'(ή)—a=x for some # in X This implies that P + ^ Γ c A Conversely
if a^A then α=zr(α)+7r*(ί7)=7r(β)-(-/(7r*(α)) and hence the above commutative
diagram shows that a=nJ
r
f\n) for some weiV*. Hence α ^ P + X and therefore
i c P + X Thus we get A=P+X. Furthermore we can see that A=P@X.
Since i < 0 M and 0^
c
X in Λf, we see that 0^
c
X in A. Accordingly X=0
as required.
Proposition 2.6. (Cj) implies the following condition:!
(C6) For α/zj^  i e J , there exists a direct summand N <©M
and0^
c
(AnN) in M.
Proof. Use Lemma 1.4.
Proposition 2.7. (C5) and (C6) /wpfy (Q).
Proof. Let A^Jl. (C6) says that there exists a direct summand JV2,
say M=NX@N2, such that M=A+N2 and 0cc(^4 ΠiV2)= X in M. Putting
M=M/X we see that
Let τrt be the projection: M=N1(BN2->Ni, i=ly2. Then π1(A)=N1 and the
map f: N1->N2 given by 7r1(^)->7r2(^), a &A, is well defined. Since M^N^X)^
N2^M/Ay Nλ+X lies in Jί and moreover (N1+X)ΓlN2=X. Thus by (C5)
there exists/': N^X-*^ such that the diagram
is commutative, where φj and φ
ι
 are canonical maps. We put A =
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Then M=A*®N2 and i ϊ * = A . Nothing I c i , we see from A*=A
that A*ciA) whence A*ζΞ:CA in M by Lemma 1.4. This completes the proof.
By Theorem 2.3 and Propositions 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 we have the following
two theorems.
Theorem 2.8. The following conditions are equivalent:
1) M is cJl-quasi-semiperfect.
2) M wrfw/feί (CO and (C5).
3) M w φ (C5) and (C6).
Theorem 2.9. M is Jl-semίperfect if and only if it satisfies (C2), (C5) and
(C6)
Proposition 2.10. M is Jl-quasi-projective if and only if it satisfies the
condition:
(d) For any A<=Jl, N<=X(M) and epimorphisms f: M-+MJA and g:
N-+M/A there exists a homomorphism h: M->N satisfying gh=f
Proof. 'If part is obvious. To show Only if' part, let i G j , N<=X(M)
f g
and consider epimorphisms: M-^M/A-^O andN->M/A-^0. Since Jl satisfies
the condition (α), ker(f) lies in <Jl. Let φ be the canonical isomorphism:
MIA^MIker(f) such that
/ Ml A
M II φ
η* Mlker(f)
is commutative, where η is the canonical map. Here using the condition (C4),
we have a homomorphism h: M—>N satisfying φgh=η. Sincegh=φ~1φgh=
Φ~
1
η=Φ~
1(φf)=fφ'> whence we have gh=f.
Proposition 2.11. Assume that M is Jl-quasi-projective. Let A^Jl and
N^X(M) such that M=A+N. Then for any homomorphism f from A\X to
NjX is induced from a homomorphism f from A to N where X=A[}N, that is,
the diagram
A/X—-+N/X
\I
 f
is commutative, where a and β are canonical maps.
Proof. Inasmuch as M=A + N, there are canonical isomorphisms:
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AjX~MjN and NjX~MjA.
Consider the diagram:
fAjX-^NjX
MjN >MjA (σ = φT
ιfφ2)
M N
where ηN, ηA are canonical maps. Applying Proposition 2.10 we have a homo-
morphism h: M^-N satisfying φN=φAh. Then the restriction map f'=h\A
is a required map.
Theorem 2.12. If M satisfies the conditions (C4), (C5) and (C6) then it is
Jl-semipetfect.
Proof. By Theorem 2.7 M satisfies the condition (C
x
). In order to show
that the condition (C2) is satisfied, let AGJI such that AζφM; put M=
A® A*, and let / be an epimorphism from M to MjA. Put K=ker(f). Then
M/K—MjA shows KtΞjl. Hence, by (Q), there exists ίC* < 0 i ^ with K*<^CK
in Λf. We wish to get K=K*.
Let π* be the projection: M=A®A*->-A*, and let a n c * τ D e t n e
canonical maps: M^M/K, MjK*%MjK and A*»M/A. Apphing (Cί) for
<^? we have a homomorphism A: M^-M which makes the diagram below com-
mute:
,M
,*
• MjK MjK- 0
(cf. Proposition 2.10). If we denote the injection: ^4*->Mby i. Then
f~ιτ. Putting h'=hi we obtain
M=h'(A*)+K. (*)
Since K*ζφM, K=K*φT for some T. Assume ΓΦO, and pick a non-zero
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element t in Γand express it in (*) as t=h\ά¥)J
r
k¥ where α*e^4* and
Since t(=K, η2(t + K*)=0. Hence vlh\a*) + K*)=vlt-k* + K*)
and henceh'(a*)(=K. This implies /-1τ(α*)=0 and hence tf*=0; so t=k*<=K*y
a contradiction. Accordingly ker{f)=K=K* <0Λf.
3. Semiperfect modules and quasi-semίperfect modules
The following theorem due to Mares [20] is well known:
[Mares's theorem): A protective R-module P is semiperfect if and only if
it satisfies the following conditions:
1) ](P) is small in P.
2) P/J(F) is completely reducible.
3) Every direct decomposition of P/J(P) is induced from a decomposition
ofP.
In this section we study the fundamental properties of quasi-semiperfect
modules and semiperfect modules, and investigate the Mares's theorem from
our point of view.
Proposition 3.1. Let M be an R-module which satisfies the condition (Q)
for X{M) then the following statement hold.
1) There is a decomposition M = HφK such that 0 cz
c
](H) in M and
2) Every submodule of M/](M) is induced by a direct summand of M; so
Mj]{M) is completely reducible.
Proof. 1) By the condition (Q) for X{M) and Lemma 1.4 we have a
decomposition M = H@K with K cJ(M) and 0 c
c
( J ( M ) Π # ) in H. Then
](K)=K and ](H)=](M)ΠH.
2) Let A be a submodule of M. Again using (Cj) for ~C(M) and Lemma
1.4 we have a decomposition M= A*®A** such that A*<^A and 0e
c
(^4 Π^4**)
in M. Then clearly A*=A in M=M/J(M).
Proposition 3.2. If M is α quasi-semiperfect R-module then every internal
direct sum of submodules of M which is a locally direct summand of M is a direct
summand of M.
Proof. Let {N
a
}j be an independent family of submodules of M such
that iV=5j Θ^OJ i s a locally direct summand of M. By the condition (Q)
for X(M) and Lemma 1.4 there exists a decomposition M=Λ^*0ΛΓ** such
that N*^N and 0^
e
(NnN**) in M. We claim that M=N®N**.
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Clearly M=N+N**. Let π* and TΓ** be the projections: M = i ©
iV* and M=N*(BN**-+N**9 respectively. Since N*^N, we see Nf)N**=
τr**(iV); whence
Oc
c7r**(iV) in M. (1)
Now consider a finite subset {iV ,^ •••, N
a
} of {Λ
α^5}/ and put 7 = ^ ® —0iVβjι.
Then T is a direct summand of M by the assumption. Put S=π*(T). Again
by (Q) for X(M) and Lemma 1.4 we have a decomposition iV* = S*0S**
such that S * c S and Oc
c
(Sn*S**) in M. We denote the projection: Λί=
S*0S**©iV**-S** by π. Then 7r(Γ)-7r(^*(Γ))=τr(5)=S fl 5** and hence
we see
in M. (2)
Put X=TΓ\(S**®N**). Then X^π(T)+π**(T)c
π
(T)+π**(N) and there-
fore 0^
c
X in M by (1) and (2). As a result we have the situation M=T+
(5**0JV**), T<0M, (S**0iV**)<ΘM a n d Oc
c
(Γn(S**θΛΓ**)) in M.
Thus the condition (C3) for X(M) says that Γn(S**θiV**)==0. Hence
Γ 0^**^0 and we have M=NQ>N**.
Theorem 3.3 If M is a quasί-semiperfect R-module then every direct de-
composition of M/](M) is induced from a decomposition of M.
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 we can assume that J(M) is small in M. Put
M=M/J(M) and consider a decomposition M=^ @A
a
 with each A
a
 a sub-
module of M. We may assume / is a well ordered set. Let γ be its ordinal
number, and consider σ<7 and assume for each ω<σ there exists a direct
summand A* of M such that A%=A
ω
 and 2 Θ^4J is a locally direct summand
ofM. P u t i V = Σ θ ^ * . Then iV<0M by Proposition 3.2. Put Γ = Σ ^
v
.
By the condition (C^ for X(M) there exists a decomposition M-=Γ*©Γ**
with r * e
c
r in M. Inasmuch as M= Σ Λ θ Σ A = W 0 T * , we see M=
ΛΓ+Γ* with Oc
r
(iVΠjΓ*) in M. Hence by (C3) for X(M) we get that
M=iV0Γ*. Since Λ ^ ^ * , we can take a direct summand 4 < Θ Γ such
that A*=A
σ
 by Proposition 3.1. Thus, by the transfinite induction, there
exists a direct summand A* of M for each σ < 7 such that A* — ^ ϊ
σ
 and
Σ 0^4* is a locally direct summand of M. Then we have M = 2 0^4* since
0cJ(Λf)inM.
Lemma 3.4. If M is a non-zero quasi-semiperfect R-module, then there
exists a non-zero direct summand of M which is hollow.
Proof. On the contrary, we assume that every non-zero direct summand
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of M is not hollow. First, we show that M is written as a direct sum of countably
infinite non-zero submodules of M. Since M is not hollow, we can take a
proper submodule N of M which is not small in M. Then, by the condition
(Cj) for -Γ(M), we have a decomposition M=N1φN{ such that NλceN in
M. Then both N
x
 and N{ are non-zero. Using the same argument on iV',
we have a decomposition N/1=N2φN
/
2 with iV2Φ0 and JVίΦO. Continuing
this procedure, we get an independent family {JVf | ί = l , 2, •••} of non-zero sub-
CO
modules of M such that Σ Φ N{ is a locally direct summand of M. Then
1 = 1
co oo
Σ Φ-^ί is just a direct summand of M by Proposition 3.2. Hence M = ( Σ Φ-N,-)
i = l ί = l
0 F for some submodule F as desired.
Now, pick OΦΛ: in iV1# By Zorn's lemma, we can take a maximal in-
dependent family {M
e
} 7 such that i c $ M ' = 2 ® M t t and M ' = 2 θ ^ « is a
locally direct summand of M. By Proposition 3.2, we see M ' < φ M ; write
M=M'®M". Then M"Φ0 since *φΛΓ. Therefore M" is written as a
direct sum of countably infinite non-zero submodules of M; M ' ^ Σ θ Γ p .
Since ^ G M = M ' 0 M / / = M ' 0 2 0 T P , there exists a finite subset JQ of/with
x e M ' Φ Σ θ Γ y . If X G M ' Φ Σ Φ Γ S then we see *<ΞAΓ, a contradiction.
J J-JQ
Therefore Λ!$M'0 2 © Γ
δ
 and this contradicts the maximality of M. Thus
J~J0
the lemma follows.
Theorem 3.5. Every quasi-semίperfect R-tnodules is expressed as a direct
sum of hollow modules.
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 3.2, Lemma 3.4 and Zorn's
lemma.
Lemma 3.6. Let M be a quasi-semiperfect R-module} and let M = Σ ®Ma
1
be a decomposition with each M
a
 a hollow module. Then for any M~H®T
with H a hollow module there exists a&I satisfying M=M
a
@T.
Proof. Let πH be the projection: M=H(BT->H. If we can choose
α e l such that πH(Ma) = H then M=Ma+T and Oc c (M Λ ί lΓ) in M; so
M=M
a
@T by the condition (C3) for X(M). Now assume πff(Ma)ς^H for all
take { ^ - . α j c / such that ( M ^ 0 .0M
β β
)nf f 4=0 and put
'"®MaH. Since 0^cπH{Ma.) in M for all ί = l , —,n, we see
in M. Hence it follows that π
τ
(N) is not small in M where π
τ
denotes the projection: M = H®T->T. Using (Q) for X(M) there exists a
decomposition Γ - T * φ Γ * * such that Γ*Cτr
Γ
(iV) and 0Q
c
(Γ**nτr
Γ
(iV)) in
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M (cf. Lemma 1.4). By π
τ
* and π
τ
** we denote the projections: M=H®T*
0Γ**->Γ* and M=H®T*e>T**->T**, respectively. Then clearly π
τ
**(N)=
T**Γiπ
τ
{N) and 7rT*(7V)=T*, so that M=N+{H@T**) and i V n ( # Θ T * * ) ^
7rH(N)@πτ**(N)=πH(N)+(T**f)πτ{N)). Since both πH(N) and T**Γ\πτ(N)
are small in M we see that i V n ( # 0 T * * ) is small in M. Thus by (C3) for
X(M) we get 0 = NΓi(H®T**); whence Λ Γ n # = 0 , a contradiction. This
completes the proof.
Proposition 3.7. Let M be a quasi-semίperfect R-module, and let M=
Σ ®M
a
 be a decomposition with each M
a
 hollow. Then a submodule A of M is
small in M if and only if π
a
{A)^M
a
for all α e / , where π
a
 denotes the projection'.
A f = Σ ®M
a
->M
a
.
I
Proof. Ί f part: If A is not small in M then by the condition (Q) for
J2(M) and Lemma 3.4 we can take a direct summand H (Φθ) of M which is
hollow and contained in A. Then Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.6 show that
M=Hφ 2 ®MQ for some a in /. We denote the projection: M=H® Σ θ
M
β
->H by πH. Then the restriction map πH \ Ma is an isomorphism. On the
other hand, we see from H® Σ θτΓβ(^l)^Σ ®π
a
(A) that πHπa{A)=Ή and
hence π
a
(A)=M
a
, a contradiction. Thus A must be small in M.
Only if part: If there exists a in I [such that π
a
(A) = M
a
 then M =
^4+ Σ ®M». Since O c
c
i in M, it follows that M = Σ ®M
β) a con-
tradiction. Hence τr
α:
(^4)ΦM
α
 for all αG/.
REMARK. Let {M
α
}7 be a set of completely indecomposable 2?-modules.
{M
a
}j is said to be locally semi-Γ-nilpotent ([3]) if it satisfies the following
condition: Let {M
Λ
.}Γ
=1 be a countable subset of {Ma}r with αMΦαv if »+»'•
Then, for any non-isomorphism {/^ M
an
->M
an+i\n>l} and any x in M a i,
there exists a number m depending on x such that/
αm
/
Λfji_ l /αi(Λ;)=0. Yama-
gata pointed out in [33] that it follows from [3], [4], [5], fl8] and [33] that {M
a
}
 r
is locally semi-T-nilpotent if and only if M = Σ ®M
a
 satisfies the finite ex-
change property. On the other hand, it is known in [6] or [15] that {M
a
}
τ
is locally semi-T-nilpotent if and only if M = Σ ΘM« satisfies the following
conditions: For any independent family {T
β
}j of submodules of M, if Σ T
β
is a locally direct summand of M then Σ T
β
 is a direct summand of M.
By this remark and Lemma 3.2 we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.8. Let M be a quasi-semίperfect R-module, and let M = Σ θ ^ α
be a decomposition of M with each M
a
 a hollow module. Put J—{β^I\M
β
 is
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completely indecomposable}. Then Σ ®M
β
 has the finite exchange property.
Lemma 3.9. Let M be a quasi-semiperfect R-module, and let Nly N2 direct
summands of M with ΛΓ10ΛΓ2<0M. Then every sequence Nι-^N2-*ΰ splits.
In particular, for a decomposition Λ f = Σ ®M
a
 with each M
a
 hollow, every epi-
morphismfrom M
a
 to M
β
 is an isomorphism for any pair a, β in /.
Proof. Put M=N
ι
®N2ξ&Yy and let / an epimorphism from Nx to iV2.
We put X=ker(f) and A=NZ®X. Then MIX=AIX®NlIX®(Y+X)/X and
/ induces a canonical isomorphism h from A to NJX\ whence by Proposition
2.5 there exists a homomorphism k from A to N
x
 satisfying η
x
k=h, where η
x
denotes the canonical map: Nx-^NJX. Then we can verify that f(k\N2) is
the identity map of N2, and hence the sequence N1-^N2-^0 splits.
Theorem 3.10. Let Mbea quasisemiperfect R-module, and let M = Σ
be a decomposition with each M
a
 hollow. Then for another decomposition
M = Σ θNβ with each N
β
 indecomposable the following statements hold:
j
1) There exists a one to one onto map σ\ /-*/ such that M
a
—N
σ
(
a
) for all
I.
2) For any subset K of I there exists a one to one into map δ: K-^Jfor which
for all βtΞK and M =
Proof. First we note that if αΦ/3 and M
a
—M
β
 then M
a
 and M
β
 are com-
pletely indecomposable since they satisfy (E—I) by Lemma 3.8. Let 1=^1) I2
be the partition of / such that if αG/j then M
a
 is completely indecomposable,
while M
a
 is non-completely indecomposable if a^I2. We also consider the
similar partition J=Jι U/2
Now we may show the following:
1 l 2 /
2) For any K1^J1 and K2c:J2 there exist a one to one map: K1-^I1 and af2
one to one map: K2->I2 such that
M = Σ ΘNβθ Σ
= Σ
For a convenience we put M(L)= Σ θ ^ (resp. N(L)= Σ θ ^ ) for a
subset L of / (resp. / ) .
Let -KΊ be a subset of J
v
 Then N ( ^ ) satisfies the finite exchange property
by Lemma 3.9. Hence
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for some Vi^I
x
 and F 2c;/ 2. If F 2 φ / 2 then M(I2—V2) is isomorphic to a
non-zero direct summand of N(i^1)φM(F1). But by the remark above there
exists «G/ 2-V 2 such that Ma is completely indecomposable, a contradiction.
Therefore we get
M =
In particular if we take J
x
 as K
x
 then
M = N ( / 1 ) θ M ( F 1 ) θ M ( / 2 ) .
But in this case we can obtain V
x
 = 0 by a similar argument to the above.
Thus we get
M = N ( / 1 ) 0 M ( J 2 ) .
Accordingly M^)—N(7χ) and hence by the Krull-Remak-Schmidt-Azumaya's
theorem ([1]) there exists a one to one onto map δ2: Ix-*Jι such that Ma—N8 (Λ)
for all αG/j.
Next if /3 is an element in/ 2 then we see from Lemma 3.6 that there exists
β' in I2 such that M=M(/1)θΛ^β/0M(72— {/?}). Then such β' is uniquely
determined by the fact noted above. As a result, I2—J2 and for any L2czJ2
there exists a one to one into map δ2: L2->I2 such that
M=M(I1)®N(L2)φM(I-S2(L2))
The proof is now complete.
Corollary 3.11. Let Mbe a quasi-semiperfect R-module, and let M = 2 ®M
a
be a decomposition of M with each M
a
 hollow. Then the following statements hold.
1) If N is a direct summand of M then there exists a subset J of I satisfying
2) If A is a submodule of M then there exists a subset J of I such that
M=A+ 2 ΘM
β
 W i n Σ ΦM
β
 is small in M.
Proof. For a subset K of I we put M(K)=^®M
a
. 1) is immediate
from Theorem 3.5 and 3.10.
2) Let A be a submodule of M. Then by the condition (Cj) for X(M)
there exists a direct summand A* of M with A*CΞ,
r
A in Tkf. Here using 1)
we get M = 4 * © M ( / ) for some subset / of I. Then we can see that M=
A+M(J) and 0^
c
(AΓ\M(J)) in M.
Lemma 3.12. Let M be a quasi-semiperfect R-module and let N
u
 N2
direct summands of M with M=Λ^j0iV2. Then for any submodule A of N2 and
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a homomorphism f from N
x
 to N2=N2/A there exists a homomorphism f from
Nι to N2 satisfying Φ Λ / ' = / where φA is the canonical map: N2-^N2
Proof. Let A be a submodule of N2 and / a homomorphism from Nx
to N2=N2IA. By the condition (Cx) for X(M) there exists a direct summand
A* of M with A*^CA in M, Put N2=A*®Nί. Then it follows from A*^CA
in M that 0ςz
c
(AΓiN2) in M. Now σ denotes the canonical isomorphism
from N2jA onto N'2(A[\N'2), Since O c ^ ^ n ^ ) in M, by Proposition 2.5
there exists a homomorpbism £ from N
λ
 to JVί satisfying -ηAg~σf where ^
denotes the canonical map: Nf2->N2\{A Π Λ/2). Then ηAig=f where i denotes the
inclusion map: N2->N2. Thus ig is a required homomorphism from Nγ to Λ^ 2.
Corollary 3.13. Let M be an R-module. If M($M is quasi-semiperfect
R-module then M is quasi-projective.
Theorem 3.14. Let M be an R-module such that every homomorphic image
of MQ)M has a projective cover. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1) M is quasi-projective,
2) MφM is semiperfect,
3) MφM is quasi-semiperfect.
Proof. 2)=>3) follows from Thoerem 2.3, and 3)=>1) is Corollary 3.13.
1)==>2). Since M is quasi-projective and every homomorphic image has
a projective cover, M($M is also quasi-projective (see [21] or [31]). Thus
is semiperfect.
Theorem 3.15. Let M be a quasi-projective R-module with the property
that J(N)3=N for any direct summand N of M. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
1) M is semiperfect,
2) M is quasi-semiperfect,
3) i) ](M)issmallinM,
ii) Mj](M) is completely reducible^
iii) Every decomposition of M/](M) is induced from a decomposition of M,
Proof. Since M is quasi-projective, clearly it satisfies the condition (C2)
for X(M)\ whence 1)<^ >2) is evident.
2)=>3). i) and ii) follow from Proposition 3.1 and iii) follows from Theo-
rem 3.3.
3)==>1). By i)~iii) it is easy to see that M satisfies the condition (Q)
for X(M), Since M is quasi-projective it satisfies the condition (C2). Hence
M is semiperfect.
REMARKS. 1) If M is a quasi-projective i?-module whose homomor-
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phic images have protective covers then M is semiperfect by Theorem 2.1 and
moreover J(iV)ΦiV for every direct summand N of M. So M satisfies the
conditions i)-—-Ίii) in Theorem 3.15.
2) If M is a projective i?-module then J(iV)ΦiV for every direct sum-
mand N of M. Thus Theorem 3.15 is an extension of the Mares's theorem.
Theorem 3.16. An R-module M is quasί-semiperfect if and only if M is
written as a direct sum of hollow modules {M
a
}
 7 and satisfies the following condi-
tions:
1) For any submodule A of M there exists a subset J of I such that
M=A+ΣφM
β
 andAΓiΣlΘM
β
 is small in M.
2) Let Jly J2 be subsets of I with J1f]J2=0 and let X a small submodule
of Σ θ ^ β Then for every homomorphism f from Σ 0 M
β
 to (
j2 JX J
there exists a homomorphism f from Σ θ Λ f
α
 to Σ θ Λ ^ s satisfying -ηAf'=f where
Jl J2
ηA is the canonical map: 2 Θ M β - > ( 2 ®Mβ)jX.
J Jz
Proof. If part: 1) follows from Corollary 3.11, and 2) is clear.
Only if part: For a subset K of / we set M(K)=*Σ; φ M
α
. We first show
the condition (Q) for -C(M) is satisfied. Let A be a submodule of M. Then
by 1) there exists a subset / of / satisfying M=A+M(J) and Oc
c
(Af]M(J))
inM. Put X= A (ΛM(J) and M=MIX. Then
M= A&WJJ
= M(I-J)φM(J).
By π
x
 and zr2 we denote the projections: M->M(7—/) and M-»M(/), re-
spectively, with respect to M=M(I—/)0M(7). Then A—M(/—J) by π
λ
and moreover/: M(/—J)-+M(J) given by f(π1(α))=π2(ά), α^A, is a homo-
morphism. Here by 2)/ is induced from a homomorphism/': M(/—J)-+M(J).
Put A*= {x+f'(x)\χζΞM(I-J)}. Then M=A*@>M(J) and A*=A, moreover
it follows from X^A that A*^A and X=A Π M(/). Thus A*^CA in M by
Lemma 1.4.
Next we wish to show that M satisfies (CQ for X{M) (cf. Propositions
2.4 and 2.5) in order to show that M satisfies the condition (C3) for X(M).
But in view of the proof of Proposition 2.5 it is further enough to show that
every homomorphism from A to M(/) is induced from one from A to M(/).
Let A be a homomorphism from A to M(/). Then by 2) there exists a
homomorphism g from M(I—J) to M(/) for which the diagram
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^πϊ
1
 , h
Vi
7) >M(J)
is commutative, where η( is the canonical map, i= 1, 2. Let a^A and express
it in M=i4*φM(J) as a=(x
a
+f(x
a
))+y
a
 where x
a
<=M(I—J) and y
β
GM(/).
Then the mapping /: A-^M(I—J) given by l(a)=x
a
 is a homomorphism. Put
h' =gl. Then A^(α) = A(a)=Λ*Γ V i C * ) ) ^ * ^ * . ) = ?^(*.)=%£/(«)=%&'(«)
whence hηA=ηJι
f
 where ^ denotes the canonical map: A-+A. The proof is
now complete.
Theorem 3.17. Let M be a quasi-semiperfect R-module, and let M=^φM
a
a decomposition with each M
a
 hollow. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
1) M is semiperfect.
2) Every M
a
 satisfies the condition (E—I).
Proof. 1)=^2) is clear by the condition (C2) for X(M).
2)=#>1). By 2) and Lemma 3.9 we see that for any two indecomposable
direct summands Nly N2 of M every epimorphism from Nt to N2 is an iso-
morphism. We wish to show that M satisfies the condition (C2) for X(M).
Further to verify this it is enough by Corollary 3.11 (1) to show the following:
Let J be a subset of / and / an epimorphism from M to Σ θ M
α
. Then the
sequence M - > Σ φM
a
^0 splits. J
Put N=^2φM
a
. For αG/we show that there exists a direct summand
j
N
a
 of M such that f(N
Λ
)=M
a
. Put A=f-\M
a
). Since A is not small in Λf,
there exists a decomposition M=A*(BA** with 0φ^4*c^4 and 0Q
c
(AΓiA**)
in M (cf. Lemma 1.4). Clearly f(A*) = M
a
. First we consider the case:
( i * 0 M
α
) < 0 M . Then put X=f~\M
a
) Π A* and denote the induced isomor-
phism: A*IX~M
a
 by g. Here applying Lemma 1.12, we have a homomor-
phism h from M
a
 to A* satisfying η
x
h=g where η
x
 is the canonical map:
A*-^A*jX. Then we see that fh is the identity map of M
a
; whence we may
take h(M
a
) as N
a
.
Next we consider the case: 7((-4*φΛί
β
)<0Λί). Then by Theorem 3.5
and Lemma 3.6 we can get a decomposition A*=BQ)C such that B—M
a
 and
(C®M
a
)<®M. If f(B) = M
a
 then (2) says B — M
a
 by /. In the case of
/(J3)£M
α
 we see f(C)=M
a
. Then by the same argument above there exists
a direct summand D of C with D~M
a
 by/.
Thus at any rate for each a€Ξj there exists a direct summand iV
β
 of M
such that the restriction map /1 N
a
 is an isomorphism from N
a
 to M
a
. So
if we put p=^(f\N
a
) then fp is the identity map of i V = Σ 0 M
β
 as required.
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Theorem 3.18. Let M be a quasi-projectίve R-module satisfying the condi-
tion (C6) for X(M). Then M is semiperfect; so it is written as a direct sum of
hollow modules by Theorem 3.5.
Proof. Since M is quasi-projective, clearly it satisfies the condition (C2)
for X{M). To show the condition (Q) for X(M) let A be a submodule of
M. By the assumption there exists a decomposition M=A*®A** such that
M=A+A** and Aj\A** is small in M. Put X=AΓ\A** and M=M/X.
Then
M= A® A**
7T* and 7T** denote the projections: M—>A* and M-^>A**y respectively, with
respect to M=A*®A**. Then π*(A)=A* and the map /: J*->,4** given
by f(π*(a))=^**(^) for β G i is a homomorphism. Consider the mapg=fπ*η>
where η is the canonical map: M-+M;
J.VJL τj.rJL
A h
M M
Now by the quasi-projectivity of M there exists h: M->M satisfying ηh=gη.
ΐutf'=π**(h\A*). Then the diagram
/
is commutative. We set A°= {x+f'(x)\x<=*}. Then M=A°®A** and it
follows from A°=A that A°^A. Thus by Lemma 1.4, A°^CA in M as
desired.
4. Lifting property of direct sum for Jl
In this section we introduce the notion of the lifting property of direct
sum for Jl> from which it will be clarified why we say M to have the lifting
property of module for Jl if it satisfies the condition (Q) for Jl.
Let M be an i?-module and 32= {N
a
}1 a subfamily of X(M). We put
M(Jί) = {xGM | * e Π ΛΓ
β
 for some finite subset ί1 of /} .
Then clearly M(Jΐ) is a submodule of My and the map from M(3ϊ) to 2 φ(M/ΛΓα)
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given by x-+*Σi(x-j-N
a
) is well defined. We denote this by ηji and the induced
monomorphism: M(tn)lker(v
m
)->Σ(B(MIN
a
) by η
m
. We note that M=M(7l)
if 57 is a finite family.
For our purpose we consider the following condition:
(*) For any finite subset F of /,
As is easily seen, (*) is satisfied if and only if VJI is an epimorphism.
Here, we introduce the notion of a co-independent family which is dual to
that of an independent family.
DEFINITION. Let 32= {N
a
}f be a subfamily of X(M). We say that 37 is
co-independent if N
a
=fcM for all α e / , M=M(Jl) and Vji is an epimorphism.
Proposition 4.1. Let Jl={N
a
}I be a co-independent subfamily of X{M)
and put T
a
= Π N
β
 for all a<Ξl and X= ί)N
a
. Then
1) η
m
{T
a
jX)=MIN
a
for all α G / ; so M = Σ Γ
α
 and M / I -
2) M = Σ T
a
 is irredundant.
3) N
a
= Σ T
β
.
Proof. 1) Since M=N
a
+T
a
 and T
a
^N
β
 for αΦ/3, τ
ϊm
(T
a
\X)=M\N
ϋt
for all α e / .
2) Since 0 Φ T
a
\X—M\N
a
 for all a G/, M= Σ T
a
 is irredundant.
3) η
m
(T
β
IX)=MIN
β
 shows that T
β
^N
a
 for /3Φα; whence Σ
Since v
m
(T^<^ Σ θ(Λί/iV«) we see that iV
α
/Ic Σ (B(TJX) and therefore
Λ^^ Σ Γβ As a result i V ^ Σ ^β
Proposition 4.2. L ί^ Z 6e α submodule of M and MIX=^(B(T
a
IX) a
decomposition zvith j Γ
α
3 I for all a^L Put N
a
= Σ T
β
 for all a^L Then
1) M=^T
a
 is irredundant. I r " w
2) ^ ^ { Λ ^ } / w co-independent.
3) J5Γ= ΠΛ^ αnJ Γ
β
= Π Λ
β^
 /or
 fl
I I { « )
Proof. 1) is clear since T
a
^X for all
2) Since M = Σ T
a
 is irredundant, N
a
3=M for all «G/. Noting ^ ( T
a
) =
α
 we see M=M(Jl). Now if ί1 is a finite subset of / then
and Π N
β
Ώ. Σ Γ
β
; whence M==( Π JV*)+( Π iV
β
). Thus 57 is co-independent.
J—F F F I —P
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3) Since I c Γ , for all α e / it is clear that JciV t f for all αG/. As a
result, I c nN*. Let flG fW* and express it in M=^TQl as a=aa4 \-aΛ .
Γ I I λ *
Then it follows from a
a
.^N
ai that aa.^X for all ί. Hence α 6 Z and we get
REMARK. By Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 there exists a one to one map be-
tween the family of all co-independent subfamilies of X{M) and the family
of all decompositions of all homomorphic images of M.
Proposition 4.3 Let M=y^,T
a
 be an ίrredundant sum and put N
a
=
i τ
for allatΞl and X= Π N
a
. Then
I
1) Jl= {N
a
} i is co-independent.
2) T
a
+X= Π
3)
Proof. The proofs of 1) and 2) are done as that of Proposition 4.2. 3) is
evident.
Proposition 4.4. Let 43Ί={N
a
}
ί
 be a co-independent subfamily of X(M)
and let {N*} j be a subfamily of X{M) with N*^
c
N
a
 in M for all α G / . Then
for any finite subset F of I, {N*}F U {Nβ}/-^ is co-independent.
Proof. It is enough to show that {iV*} U {^ V
β
}/_{
α
} is co-independent for
any αG/. So, let αG/. Inasmuch as N*^
c
N
a
 in M and M=N
a
+( Π N
β
)
we infer that M=N*+( Π N
β
). As a result M/7^M/iV*eM/( Π N
β
),
canonically, where Y=N*Γ\( Π N
β
). On the other hand MK Π ΛΓβ) —
2 ®{MjN
β
) since U2— {N
a
} is co-independent. Accordingly we see
canonically; whence {N*} U {Np}^^) is co-independent.
DEFINITION. Let X be a submodule of M and M/X=^φ(TalX) a
decomposition of ΛφΓwith X^T
a
 for all αG/. We say that M/X= Σ 0 T
a
\ X
is co-essentially lifted to a decomposition of M if there exists a decomposition
M ^ X ^ θ Σ θ Γ ί such that I * c l , Γ
β
= X + Γ * and Oe
c
(T*Π^) in Γ*
for all
Proposition 4.5. Let 32={N
a
}
τ
 be a co-independent subfamily of X{M)>
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and let MfX=^(&{T
a
IX) be its corresponding decomposition, i.e., X=Γ\N
a
and T
a
= Π N
β
for all aSΞl. Then M / I = Σ 0 ( Γ
α
/ I ) is co-essentially lifted
to a decomposition of M if and only if there exists a subfamily {N*}
 I such that
N*c
e
N
a
in Mfor all α<Ξ/ and ΠΛΓ*<φM.
Proof. This is clear by Proposition 4.1.
DEFINITION. Let J b e a subfamily of X(M). We say that M has the
lifting property of direct sums for Jly provided that, for any co-independent
subfamily 32 of <A> the corresponding decomposition to V2 is co-essentially
lifted to a decomposition of M. If this condition holds whenever 52 is a finite
family we say that M has the lifting property of finite direct sums for Jfί.
REMARK. In [14], the notion of the extending property of direct sums
for Jί has been introduced. In view of Proposition 4.5, we see that its dual
is just the above notion of the lifting property of direct sums for Jt.
Now, our main purpose of this section is to show that a quasi-semiperfect
i?-module M has the lifting property of direct sums for X(M). Before proving
this, we further observe some properties of quasi-semiperfect modules.
Theorem 4.6. Let M be a quasi-semiperfect R-module, X a small sub-
module of M and MjX=^®{T
a
lX) a decomposition of MIX with I S Γ
α
 for
all α e / . // {Γ*} j is a subfamily of X{M) such that Γ* < 0 M and T
a
= T%+X
for all α e / then M = Σ 0 Γ * .
Proof. Since X is small in M, it follows from Λ f = ( Σ Γ * ) + X that
Now, let F be a finite subset of / and assume that {T*}F is
independent and Σ 0 Γ * < φ M . Put T=^®T* Now, to show the lemma,
F F
it suffices to show that T+T$=T(BT$<©M for every β<=I—F by Proposi-
tion 3.3. By the condition (C^ for ~C{M)y we can take a direct summand Q
of M with Q c
ί
 2 Γ* in Λf. Then M= T®0 since M= T+ Σ Tf. Hence,
I-F I-F
we see from TΠ Q^X that M = T®Q. Here, let βeίl-F. By Theorem 3.5
and Corollary 3.11 we get
M= TfφT'φQ*
for some submodules Γ c Γ and Q'<^Q. Since T%®Q'<^ 2 Tyy we see that
T+X=T'+X. Inasmuch as X is small in M, it follows that T = T'. Thus
Corollary 4.7. Let M be a quasi-semiperfect R-module, and M=
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an irredundant sum with jΓ
α
<®M for all a^L If Π ( Σ T
β
) is small in M
then M = Σ θ Γ
α
. *
&
 '-
m
I
Proof. Put X= Π ( Σ ^β) and T'
a
 = T
a
+X for all « e / . Then, by
Proposition 4.3, we get
with X £ Γ£ for all «G/. Hence, by Theorem 4.6, M = Σ 0 Γ
β
.
Corollary 4.8. Lei M be a quasi-semiperfect R-module such that ](M) is
small in M. If {T
a
)
 I is a family of direct summands of M which is independent
modulo ](M) then {T
a
}1 is independent
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 we can assume that M^=^T
a
. Since
is independent modulo ](M) and T
a
m]{M) for all αG/, clearly, M=
is irredundant. Thus M ^ Σ θ ^ α bY Corollary 4.7.
Now, we are in a position to show our main theorem in this section.
Theorem 4.9. For a given R-module M, the following conditions are equiv-
alent:
1) M is quasi-semiperfect.
2) M has the lifting property of finite direct sums for X(M).
3) M has the lifting property of direct sums for X(M).
Proof. 3)==>2)= 1^) is evident. So we show the implication 1)=^3). Let
{N
a
}f be a co-independent subfamily of X(M), and let M / I = Σ θ ( W be
its corresponding decomposition (X= Π N
a
 and T
a
= Π N
β
 for all α e / ) . By
the condition (Q) for X(M) we have M - I * 0 I * * with I * c l and XfΊX**
is small in X. Then {N
a
Γ[X**}i is a co-independent subfamily of X(M) and
n(A^nX**)=XnX* i i i . As is easily seen, Σ θ ( W is co-essentially lifted
to a decomposition of M if and only if X**l(XΓiX**)=Σθ(X**l(XnN
a
))
is co-essentially lifted to a decomposition of X**. Thus we can assume that X
is small in M.
Now, by the condition (Q) for X(M)y there exists a direct summand iV*
of M with N*<^
c
N
a
 in M for all α e ί , and a direct summand Γ* of M with
^
c
T
a
= Γl N
β
 in M for all αG/. Then, it follow from M=N
a
+T
a
 that
for all « G / . We claim that T
a
'>=T* + X for all αG/. In
fact, it is clear that Γ* + X C TO.. Conversely, let a^T
a
 and express it in
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* as a=n+t, where nGJV* and ί G Γ * . Since nei\T*cJV
e
 and
n
 — a — t^T
a
= Π No we see that n^Γ)N
a
 = X; so fleΓ* + ^ and hence
Ύ
a
cTf+X. Thus Γ
β
=Γ*+JΪΓ for all αG/,
Inasmuch as Γ
α
= T * + X , T*<®M for all α<ΞJ and Jί is small in Λf,
we infer from Theorem 4.6 that M = X J φ Γ * . The proof is completed.
Combining Theorem 4.9 to Theorem 2.1 we have
Corollary 4.10. A quasi-projective R-module M over a right perfect ring
R has the lifting property of direct sums for X(M).
Theorem 4.11. Let M be a quasi-semiperfect i?-module, and let {A
a
} ,
a family of indecomposable direct summands of M with M=^A
a
. If the
sum M=^A
a
 is irredundant then M =^
Proof. For a subset K of /, we put M{K)=^A
β
. Consider the family
S consisting of all subsets J of / such that {A
β
)j is independent and 2 θ ^ β
is a locally direct summand of M. Then cS becomes a partially ordered set
by inclusion and has a maximal member by Zorn's lemma. Let J
o
 be one of
maximal members in S. We wish to show that / = / 0 So, assume / Φ / o
By Proposition 3.2, M(/
o
) is a direct summand of M\ so M=M(J0)®T
for some submodule J1. Take α
o
e / - /
o
. Then, by the maximality of JQ
and Corollary 3.11, there must exist β
o
<=J
o
 such that M=A
Λo
®M(J
o
- {β
o
))ΦT;
whence A
aQ—Aβo. Let πτ be the projection: M=M(J0)®T-> T. If τrτ{Aa^
is small then we have M=M(I— {α0}), a contradiction. Hence ^(^1^) is not
small in T. So, by the condition (Q) for -£(Γ), there exists a decomposition
with ^ ) ( D f in T. Let τrΓ* be the projection: M=
-^Γ*. Then, w
Γ
 ( ^ ) = Γ*; whence Γ* is indecomposable
and π
τ
*\A
aQ is an isomorphism by Lemma 3.9 and the fact: AaQ~Aβo. Con-
sequently, Γ* can be exchanged by A
a
^ i.e., M = M ( /
o
) 0 4
o
e Γ * * . This
contracts the maximality of J
o
. Thus we must have I=JQ.
5. Quasi-semiperfect modules over Dedekind domains
The purpose of this section is determine all types of quasi-semiperfect
modules over Dedekind domains. Therefore, from now on, we assume that
R is a Dedekind domain and Q denotes its quotient field.
For a prime ideal P of i?, we denote by E(i?/P) the injective hull of RjP
as an ϋ-module. It is well known that the submodules of Έ(RjP) art totally
ordered by inclusion, more precisely, there exists a countable subset {xlf x2i •••}
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of E(i?/P) with the property that {xiR\i=li 2, •••} of the set is all submodules
of E(Λ/P), xfl^XzlR^ - , Έ{RIP)= \JxtR and xn+kRlxnR—RIPk for any k>n.
ι = l
We use later the fact that there exists an endomorphism of E(i?/P) which is
an epimorphism but not an isomorphism. For a non-zero element r in P the endo
morphism φ of E(i?/P) given by φ(x)=xr is such an endomorphism (see [27,
Proposition 2.26 Corollary]). It is well known that for distinct prime ideals P
λ
and P2, Hom^EOR/Pi), E(i?/P2/))=0. The following result is due to Kaplansky
([19]): 1) Every R-module which is not torsion-free contains a direct suntmand
which is either of type RjPn or E(i?/P) for some prime ideal P. 2) Every torsion-
free R-module of finite rank is a direct sum of modules of rank one. 3) In the
case when R is a complete discrete valuation ring, every torsion-free R-module with
countable rank is a direct sum of modules of rank one.
We now attend to the following result which is due to Harada [7] and
Rangaswamy [26]: An R-module H is hollow if and only if it is one of the
following: i) RjPny ii) E(i?/P) where P a prime ideal and iii) R or Q when
R is a discrete valuation ring. So, all hollow modules are completely indecom-
posable.
By this result and Theorem 3.5 we see that a quasi-semiperfect P-module
M is expressed as M=^(BM
a
 where each M
a
 is isomorphic to one of i)~iii)
above. Thus our work is to observe all types of modules M expressed as
M = Σ ® ^ « w i t n e a c n M
a
 one of ί)-—-iii) above, and is to check which types of
these are quasi-semiperfect.
Lemma 5.1. Let P be a prime ideal of R and k an integer>l. Then
the type M = J Γ J Θ ^ with each Mi—RIPk is not quasi-semiperfect.
Proof. There exists an epimorphism/ from R/Pk to Pk~ιjPk. Then note
f2=0. For each i, /£ denotes the corresponding map: Mi->Mi+1 to /. We
put M<= {*+/,(*)|*eM,.}, ι = l , 2, .... Then M = ( Σ e M ί ) + ( Σ θ / i ( M ί ) ) .
Since fji+1=0 for each i, we see that M + Σ φ M ! , so Σ θ / t ( M Λ is not small
i = l ι = l
in M. As a result, M is not quasi-semiperfect by Proposition 3.7.
Lemma 5.2. Free R-modules with infinite rank are not quasi-semiperfect.
Proof. To show this statement we can assume that R is a discrete valua-
tion ring by Harada-Rangaswamy's theorem and Theorem 3.5. Further we
cβ
may show that M=^(BRi with each Ri—R is not quasi-semiperfect. We
i = l
can take a monomorphism fi: R{->Ri+1 which is not an epimorphism, ί = l , 2, « .
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Put R/i^{x+fi(x)\Ri} for each i. Then M=(Σθ/20 + (ΣΛ(*. )) b u t
M Φ 2 θ ^ ί i s o M is not quasi-semiperfect by a (similar reason as in the proof
of Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 5.3. If R is not a complete discrete valuation ring then the type
QΦQ is not quasi-semiperfect.
Proof. If Q@Q is quasi-semiperfect then Q is quasi-projective by Corol-
lary 3.13. Hence it follows from [25, Lemma 5.1] that R is a complete discrete
valuation ring, a contradiction. Thus Q@Q is not quasi-semiperfect.
CO
Lemma 5.4. If R is a complete discrete valuation ring, then M=Σ©£?«
with each Q{—Q is not quasi-semiperfect.
Proof. If M is quasi-semiperfect, then it is quasi-projective by Corollary
3.13. So, we see from [25, Theorem 5.8] that R is not complete. Thus M
must be not quasi-semiperfect.
Lemma 5.5. The following types are nit quasi-semiperfect:
1) E(P/P)φE(i?/P), 2) R®RIPk{K>l), 3) #/P*®#/P' (k>j>ί) and 4)
RIPke>E(R/P) (&> 1), where P is a prime ideal
Proof. There exists an epimorphism from E(i?/P) to E(i?/P) which is
not an isomorphism; so E(i?/P)©E(i?/P) is not quasi-semiperfect by Lemma
3.9. Similarly we can show that types 2) and 3) are not quasi-semiperfect.
To check 4) we take a submodule A of E(i?/P) whose composition length is
k+ίy and denote the canonical map: E(i?/P)-^E(P/P)/^ by η. Then ηf= 0
for any homomorphism / from RjPk to E(i?/P). But there exists a non-zero
homomorphism from RjPk to E(i?/P). As a result, the type 4) is not quasi-
semiperfect by Theorem 3.16.
Lemma 5.6. For a prime ideal P of R and positive integer k, M=RjPk®
RjPk@Q®Q is not quasi-semiperfect.
Proof. If M is a quasi-semiperfect then it is quasi-projective by Corollary
3.13. But this contracts the result ([25, Theorem 5.12]): Every quasi-projec-
tive module over a Dedekind domain is either torsion or torsion-free. Thus
M is not quasi-semiperfect.
NOTATION. For a prime ideal P of R and positive integer n, kf we denote
the type of the form P/P*® •••07?/P*(/z-copies) by M(P, k, n).
Lemma 5.7. M(P, k, n) is semiperfect.
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Proof. By [25, Theorem 5.10] M(P, k, n) is quasi-projective. Further
we can see that every homomorphic image of it has a projective cover. As a
result M(P, k> n) is semiperfect by Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 5.8. For distinct prime ideals {P
a
}
 ίy the module M of the form
M= Σ ΘΈ(R/Pa) is semiperfect.
Proof. This is easily seen by noting the fact that if A is a submodule of
M then A=^ θ(E(i?/P
α
) Π A).
Lemma 5.9. Let M ^ Σ θ Λ f α Φ Σ ^ β be the type such that M
a
 is of
I J
the form M(P
a
, k
a
, n
a
) for each a^I, M
β
 of the form E^i?/P
β
) for each β^J and
{P
a
} i U {P
β
} / is a set of distinct prime ideals. Then M is quasisemiperfect.
Proof. This is also shown by noting the fact that if A is a submodule
of M then A= Σ ΘVM«Π A)® Σ θ(E(i?/Pβ) Π A).
Lemma 5.10. Assume that R is a complete discrete valuation ring. Then
every torsion-free R-module of finite rank is semiperfect.
Proof. Note that R and Q are complete indecomposable since R is a
discrete valuation ring. Let M be a torsion-free i?-module of finite rank.
Inasmuch as R is a complete discrete valuation ring, [25, Theorem 5.8] says
that M is quasi-projective; whence it follows from Kaplansky's result that M
is expresses as M=R
ι
® "®R
n
®Q
ι
®" ®Q
m
 with each R{—R and each Q^Q.
By Theorem 3.18 we may show that M satisfies the condition (C6) for X(M).
Let A be a submodule of M. By again Kaplansky's result A is written as
A = Rί}ζB ~ξBRΊ®Q{(B .>(BQ'k with each R^R and Q\~Q. Here we can
assume £?ί=£?, , i = l , 2, •••,/ by the Krull-Remak-Schmidt-Azumaya's theorem
([1]). By 7rt we denote the projection: M=R1® '®RH®Q1® "®Qm-*'Ri,
i=l, 2, •••, n. We may assume that i?ί, •••, i ? ^ are small in M and i?', •••, R\
are not small in M. Clearly π^R^) = i?, for some i. We can say i=\. In
this case, we get M=R'j®R2®-®Rn®Q1®-- ®Qm. Since R'j®R'j+1<®M
we also see that πi(R'j+1) = Ri for some i>2. We can say i=2. Then
M = R/j®R
/
j+1φR3φ'"φRnφQ1φ'"φQm. Continuing this argument, we
obtain M=R'j® — ®R'l®Rl_j+l® — ®Ru®Q1® — ®Qm. Put JV = /? /_y + 1θ —
®R
n
®Qk+i® — ®Qm- Then M=A+N and AnN^R'1® — ®R'j-1. Hence
M surely satisfies the condition (C6) for X{M).
Lemma 5.11. Assume that R is a discrete valuation ring. Then the type
with each R(=^R is semiperfect.
Proof. 7ti denotes the projection: M=R1φ"*®RnφQ->Ri) i=\> ~->n
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and n the projection M=R1®---®Rn(BQ->Q- Now let A be a submodule of
M. If there exists / such that πi(A)=Ri then, as is easily seen, there exists a
direct summand R' of M such that A^R'^R. If τr(^ 4) = Q we see Q^A
by Kaplansky's result. Noting these facts, we see that A is written as A—
RΊ®-®R'ι®A' or A=Rί®-@Rί®Q®A', where R{®-®R1<®M, each
R't~R and ^ 4' is small in M. Consequently by the Krull-Remak-Schmidt-
Azumaya's theorem ([1]) we can assume Rt=R{ for ί = l , 2, •••,/; so if A^Q
then ^4' is replaced by a submodule of
 JR / + 10 0 Λ n 0 ρ , and if A^Q it is
replaced by one of /?/+i0 •••©/?„. Thus it follows that M satisfies the condition
(C
x
) for £(M).
Next, let A
λ
 and A2 be direct summands of M with M = Aι-\-A2 and
A1Γ\A2 is small in M. Then one of ^4t contains ζ), s a y A^Q and ^ and A2
are expressed as i41=/?{/0 — 0Λ/ / ©β(/^Λ) and A2=R{(B — (BRί, where each
R'/z^R and each !?{—i? (cf. Kaplansky's result). We can assume that R't'=Ri,
f = l , 2, •••,/. If ar/+1(i42) Φ Λ/+i then Ax +A2 is not equal to M. Therefore
7Γ/+1(^ 42)—^/+i» s o 7r/+i(^0==^/+i ^ o r s o m e ί We can assume i = l . Then i?/+1
can be exchanged by R[\ M=R1®-~®Rι®R[®Rι+2®-- ®Rn®Q. If Λ = l
then l+l=n and M=A1®A2. If AΦl then we see from i?ί0i?K0Λί and
0^
c
(Alf\A2) in M that l+lφn. So in this case i?/+2 exists and, by similar
argument to the above, R
ι+2 is exchanged by some i? ίe {R2y •••, i?/}. We can
sayί=2. Then M=A®R'1(BR'2®Rl+3®~-®Rn. Continuing this procedure,
we obtain M = A1ξBR{(B~'(BRί:=AιφA2. As a result, Msatisfies the condition
(C3) for X(M). Thus M is quasi-semiperfect. Since R and £) satisfy the
condition (E-I), M is indeed semiperfect by Theorem 3.17.
Lemma 5.12. Assume that R is a discrete valuation ring. Then the form
M=M(P, k,ri)(BQ is quasi-semiperfect.
Proof. Note that Q is hollow since R is a discrete valuation ring. By
this note and Kaplansky's result we can see that if A is a submodule of M then
it is expressed as either A=M[®-~@MΊ@X or A=Q(BM{(B---(BM'l(BXj
where X is small in M and each M't is of the form R/Pki. We put M = M 1 0
0 M
n
0 Q , where each M^R/P*. If k{ = k then we can assume Mi = M/t
(that is M{ can be exchanged by M\) and if A(®M then each /f.=Λ and X = 0 .
By these observations it is easily seen that M satisfies the condition (C
λ
) and (C3)
for X(M). So M is quasi-semiperfect.
Lemma 5.13. Assume that R is a complete discrete valuation ring, and
P its prime ideal Then the modules M expressed as M=R/Pk(BQl(B---(BQtt
with each Qi—Q are quasi-semiperfect.
Proof. Again by the Kaplansky's result if A is a submodule of M then,
it is contained in RjPk®B where B^A and B is expressed as β = M 1 0 —
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with each Mi—R and each Q\—Q. Then we see that
is small in M and we can assume Q'i = Qiy i=l, ~-,m. By these
facts and Lemma 5.10 it is not difficult to verify that M satisfies the conditions
and (C3) for X{M). Hence M is quasi-semiperfect.
By Theorem 3.5, Harada-Rangaswamy's theorem and Lemmas 5.1~5.13
we now obtain the following theorems.
Theorem 5.14. Let R be a Dedekίnd domain which is not a discrete valua-
tion ring. Then an R-module is quasi-semiperfect if and only if it is ίsomorphic
to a direct summand of the form: M = 2 φ M ( P
α
, έ
α
, w
α
)φ2ΘE(i?/P
α
) where
{Pcά i U {Pa} j is a set of distinct prime ideals.
Theorem 5.15. Let R be a discrete valuation ring but not complete. Then
an R-module is quasi-semiperfect if and only if it is one of the following types:
1) M(P, k, n), 2) Έ(R/P)y 3) M(P, k, n)®Έ(R/P)9 4) torsion-free R-
modules of finite rank, 5) FφQ where F a type of 4), 6) M(P, k, n)®Q,
where P is the prime ideal of R.
Theorem 5.16. Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with the maxi-
mal ideal P. Then an R-module is quasi-semiperfect if and only if it is one of
the following:
1) M ( P , Λ , Λ ) , 2) E(i?/P), 3) M(P, k, n)®E(RjP)9 4) Torsion-free R-
modules of finite rank, 5) FφQ, where F a type 4), 6) M(P, k, n)®Q,
7) #/P*θ£?iθ θζ?
n
 with each Qt—Q.
Added in Proof. In S. Mohamed and BJ. Mϋller [Decomposition of
dual-continuous modules; Module theory, Lecture Notes in Mathematics.
No. 700, Springer-Verlag, 1979], dual continuous modules are introduced.
This concept just coincides with that of our semi-perfect modules. In [ibid,
p. 227], S. Mohamed asked 'what is the structure of a dual-continuous module
M with ]{M)=MV. Our results in sections 3 and 4 give a complete solution
for this problem.
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